When the aim is to ensure that the lamp of education glows bright, the results are but self-evident: The D. Y. Patil University forays into education and healthcare extend back to over two decades and today stand as benchmarks that others aspire to emulate. The University houses in its ambit some of the leading institutes of higher learning and has a culture of commitment, transparency and teamwork.

The hallmark of the continuing success is the reputation that the Vidyapeeth has, of being a knowledge centre that generates and supports exceptional levels of opportunity and initiative.

To provide quality in all spheres of higher learning in general and Health Services in particular to all including those in the rural and urban areas of the nation, keeping in view the societal needs in the global context.

To impart and disseminate knowledge, develop competencies and also to provide for Research and Development in the emerging areas of Health Sciences, Science and Technology, Business Management, Hospitality Management, Liberal Education, Teacher's Education, Sports etc.

To be recognized as one of the leading institutes of higher learning in India within the next 5 years and gain recognition in the global arena.